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Herbicide-tolerant GM canola adds to the two existing herbicide-tolerant
canola production systems available to Australian grain growers.

The addition expands crop rotation options for growers,
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In 2010/1. approx'mately 60 millbn metric tonnes (mint)
of canola were produced in the world and around 10
mint was traded internationa If. Canada doin'nates
world canola tradein canola and approximately 9096
of the area sown 10 canola In Canada is sown to GM
varieties.

In the three years up to 2010, Australia produced an
averageof 1.6 million tonnes of canola annually. Each
year, approximately 55% of this canola was exported with
an average export value of 493 million dollars". In 2010,
approximately 8% of the area sown to canola in Australia
was sown to GM varieties'".

Trading standards for canola are clearly defined and
applied. Since the introduction of GM canola. Australia
has continued to meer the needs of GM and nori-CM
canola markers.

Countries such as Canada and Japan consider
adventirious presence (AP) levels of less than 5% as
non-GM, while the EU market has set an AP level of 0.9%
which has been the basis for the 0.9% adoption in the
Austinl'an nori-GM rece'val standards.

ATE
Seed companies have rigorous quality assurance processes
in place to ensure the nori-GM supply chain is not
compromised.
Effective management of GM and non-GM canola on the
farmis the keyto ensuring growers can confidently deliver
CANl - that is, nori-GM canola

Management of storage segregation is the same as for
separation of other grains;for example. segregation of toed
barley from malt barley.

What does less than 0.9 % adventtious

presence look like?
an
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Export destinations for Australian and Canadian
canola. Three-year average up to 2010,
thousands of metric tonnes
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. t no n-GM

A 50 tonne truck of non<3M canola must contain less than 450 kg of
GM Grida to comply with the 0.9%Ih, @51^ofd

WHAT ARE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
CANOLA RECEIVAL STANDARDS?
. CANl - Non-GM canola: This segregation is for

NGiT-GM canola varieties only and must contain
less than 0.9% adventitious presence o1 an
approved GM canola.
GAG, - Canola (GMj: This segregation is for all
approved GM canola varieties as well as any
Non-GM variety.
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"' Area sown to canolain AUStral'a 2010/1 was 1,591,000 hectares

(Source Australian Oilseed, Federation September 201 I Crop
Recoin. Area sown to GM canola In 2010-11 was 133,333 hectares
(Source Australian Oilseeds report on 2010/11 seasonj
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The Australian Bureau oreeseatch Economics and Sciences reports that
Japan and Pakistan ha^ been the consistenr major buyers of Australian
canola. Other, OOFe occasional buyers of Australian canala are the
European Union. China and Bangladesh
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Countries exporting canola in 2010/11
(millions of metric tonnes)
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To use a GM canola herbicide-tolerant production system,
growers are required 10 meet certain requirements
that are outlined during a grower accreditation course.
Growers whochooseio plant GM canola must sign a
licence and stewardship agreement which outlines the
stewardship and coinmerc'al obl'gations.

ADVENTITIOUS PRESENCEIS
THE UNINTENTIONAL MIXING O
TRACE AMOUNTS OF SEED,
GRAIN OR OTHER PRODUCTS
OF ONE PLANT VARIETY WITH
ANOTHER VARIETY,

Ile NG

Key points of the licence agreement
maintain a min'mum five-metre separation between
GM and non-GM canola;
a 400m buffer zone is ,equired on all sides of a non-
GM canola crop 10 be saved for non-GM canola seed;

. declare the status of grain. hay, strawor other materials
in all transactions;

. keep adequate paddock records; and

. control volunteers.

In all other respects, selecting and using a GM canola
herbicide-tolerant production system is no different to
the Inclusion of any other new variety- from choosing
a var'ety that optimises iotat'on benefits to shaiing
Information with neighbours about weed management
strateg'esin adjacent paddocks.

Volunteers and stray grains
Volunteers from any o the herbicide-tolerant canola
production systems can easily be controlled with
broadleaf herbicides from different herbicide groups.
Ensure herbicide labels are read and followed, and
licence terms adhered 10.

The spread of volunteer plants can be minimsed by
confining seed-handling activities 10 the paddockin
which the GM crop is grown. Swathers. harveste, s and,
where poss ble, trucks should be cleaned down in the
paddock as we I.
Canola can be easily, emoved from other grain crops
by clean'rig bur avo'ding accidental in'xing of different
gin us h the first place S the best approach

Communication and records

It ISImportantloinform farm staff and contractors of
the variety and status of canola being handled and to
ensure that grainin silos and trucks is clearly Identified.
Always keep good farm records.
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How CAN "ERBICIDE. TOLERANT
CANOLA BENEFIT MY CROPPING
SYSTEM?

Herbicide-tolerant canola production systems,
including triazine tolerant, jinidazolinone tolerant
and GM varieties, allow a herbicide that would
normally kill the crop to be used in-crop.

GM Roundup Ready canola provides an in-crop
weed-management option. it is an additional 1001 in
integrated weed management (Ie. grass weeds with
Group A and B resistance).

DC _CM@". 1.14,

Various sources of information are available to

develop an optimal program. As with all pesticide
applications, label instructions and licence
agreements for GM varieties must be followed.
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Strategies for integrated weed management can
vary from farm to farm. These strategies may
include rotation of chemical groups to prevent weed
resistance, liarvesl weed seed control practices,
crop topping. windrowing, soil inversion and
grazing.^

'*.
, Advice on an oplinial program, including expanded

rotation options witli the illclusion of GM canola,
for individual farms and paddocks is available Irom
various sources,
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How does the cost of planting stewardship of the product, including How does GM canola impact

prevent'on of the bu d up of on the risk of weeds acquiringGM canola compare?
herbicide-tolerant weeds, controlling glyphosate resistance?Growers undeisiand the profit

drivers fortheir own businesses and volunteers, grain-supply chain Resistance-management strategies
appreciate that GM herbicide tolerant integrity, OptlmiSing Crop agrOnOmy have been developed forGM Roundup

and meeting regulatory requirements Ready' canola toensure the longevitycanola can improve weed control,
Following accreditation, GM canola and effectiveness of the product.enable dry planting and improve

the yield of cereal crops within the growers are expected to maintain These include using the appropriate
records and may be involved in application rates, rotating herbicidesrotation. The staged introduction,
random audtsmixed seasons and use of canola and herbicide-tolerantcropswith

different modes of action through theas a rotation clop have riot allowed Technology service providers - a
networkof trained professionals - are paddocks, and monitoring and testingfor thorough cost comparisons or
available to provide assistance to GM weeds for herbicide resistance.econom'c analysis

The evidenceisthatgrowers plant GM growers The strategies are outlined during
accred'ration and built into the clopcanala because t provides benefits to

their bus'nesses. Growers are advised Where can I get GM canola management plan coinp'led by
the technology provider to ensureto talk to GM canola groners I Ir seed and its associated
the technology!s sustainable use inarea, agronom'sts andadvise herbicide?

Six companies are currently licensed AUStral'an cropping Ia gloss marg'n analysis for cano
varieties relevant to the'r farm to sell GM Roundup Ready' seed. Herbicide-tolerantGM

These are Pacific Seeds, Pioneer, have been used In AUSt ce

2000 and coinprlse aim 106, bNuseed. Cargill Australia, Canola
Breeders and Bayer Cropscience. Seed of the national cotton crop, The
is an 11able from these companies or technology has re effedive
local sell6is. due to the resistanc management

strategies employed by the Ind. stry
and growers.

What is the process f r
growing GM can o1 .
Gi&, ers must attend grower
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